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Robots and Mimes

■ Health & Science Interview 
■ Reprint: HERB: A robot that can unload a dishwasher and (sometimes) 
   take apart an Oreo                                                  
■ Discussion Questions: Meet HERB and ADA                              
■ Word Study: A Mime for Life               
■ Post Reprint: Don't worry, our robot overloads will protect us from Ebola. Right?
■ Post Reprint: “Creating an R2-D2 to tackle disasters”                   
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W hether in works of fiction or the 
imagination of engineers, robots 
have fascinated humans. When 
Isaac Asimov coined the term 

“robot” in 1942, he also gave his creations rules 
by which to live, beginning with “A robot may 

not injure a human being, 
or, through inaction, 
allow a human being to 
come to harm.”
 
Designers of today’s 
robots are often seeking 
to help amputees, aid 
in disaster search-and- 
rescue efforts, and assist 
in daily tasks. Together 
robot and roboticist 
face physical obstacles, 
reimagine form and 
deal with demanding 
environments.
 

Robot experts also face ethical questions when 
robots enter the medical arena. Read about the 
many ways a robot might help during an Ebola 
outbreak and consider the impact of non-human 
interaction.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
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HEALTH & SCIENCE

HERB: A robot that can unload a dishwasher 
and (sometimes) take apart an Oreo

by Eric NiilEr

Siddhartha Srinivasa grew up in Madras (now 
Chennai), India, playing at the beach, reading science 
fiction and dreaming of one day building his own 
robot. At age 8, he programmed his dad’s computer to 
play chess. After studying math, physics and computer 
science in India, he came to Pittsburgh and founded 
the Personal Computer Lab at Carnegie Mellon 
University in 2006 as a graduate student. Today, 
Srinivasa directs the lab as an associate professor of 
robotics and the father of HERB, the Home Exploring 
Robot Butler. HERB can unload your dishwasher, take 
apart an Oreo (sometimes) and act in a play. Srinivasa 
spoke with The Post by telephone about HERB and the 
field of robotics; HERB was not available for comment.

Is HERB male or female?
He’s male. Mostly because when I started this project 
I thought about a domestic robot as a stuck-up British 
butler. I used to read Tintin and Richie Rich comics, 
where they had these British butlers. I thought if I am 
building a robot, that’s what I wanted. He’s kind of big 
and bulky. We can’t build small svelte robots. We have 
another robot that is a wheelchair robotic arm. It’s very 
useful and caring and helpful, so my students called it 
ADA, for Assistive Dexterous Arm. Now we have both 
a boy and girl robot in our lab.
                                                                                   
What makes him so unusual?
HERB’s specialty is his advanced manipulation skills. 
He was designed and developed with the main goal of 
manipulating in cluttered and uncertain environments 
with and around people. He’s probably the best in the 
world at that.

I guess that explains the Oreo challenge?
I got a call from Oreo, from Kraft Foods, last year. 
They said, “We have an Oreo challenge and we would 
like HERB to separate the Oreo from the cream.” We 
realized that the Oreo is the smallest, most delicate 
and most challenging thing that HERB has ever 
manipulated. They said, “We are going to come in two 
weeks and [tape] the robot. We don’t care if it succeeds 
or not.” So we wrote an Oreo cookie detector using 
an algorithm. It turns out the cookies and the cream 
all have different thicknesses. It was maddening for a 
robot. It only worked two of 10 times. The Oreo cookie 
problem is not solved.

How did HERB rehearse for his play?
It was a two-person play to celebrate 100 years of the 
CMU School of Drama. I was interested in exploring 
what it would take to give HERB a personality. Drama 
is the best way to do it. We worked together with a 

TIM KAULEN/CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY 
Siddhartha Srinivasa gets a pat on the shoulder from his 
robot, HERB. 
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director and an actress, and my own student. We have 
been developing open-source tools to allow anybody 
— like a dramatist — to easily program and control a 
robot. The director said, “I need more energy in HERB.” 
We needed a fast interface to create several motions of 
HERB that were realistic and close to what he wanted. 
The goal was to develop building blocks to be able to 
give them tools and software packages that anyone could 
use. It was performed publicly before several hundred 
people. It was live. It was terrifying. He performed 
flawlessly.

HERB can unload a dishwasher. Impressive. 
Were a lot of dishes broken in that process?
Ha ha, no dishes were harmed during the process. 
Merely bruising and denting. Suffice it to say that the 
moment a robot unloads a dishwasher without breaking 
or denting anything, you’ll have it in your home. We’re a 
long way from that.

Is there some of you in HERB?
I think so. There is some of my dreams and aspirations. 
I grew up reading a lot of science fiction. I always 
wanted to build a physically intelligent system that 
would be very capable. I love solving problems, and I 
think HERB is like that. Everything is a new problem, 
and he never gets tired of picking up coffee mugs. 
Maybe that’s part of me. We both have curiosity for 
trying to figure out how the world works.

Were you a kid who loved to play with Legos?
No, I grew up in India, and Legos weren’t a big thing. 
They were something your rich uncle brought from the 
United States, and I didn’t have one. We were playing 
in the streets, a lot of cricket or in the parks, but not 
much TV. Most of my Legolike play came when my 
dad brought a computer home. He was a professor, and 
he was able to get a PC for his own work at home. I 
started programming it when I was 8. It was the time 
when Deep Blue (an IBM computer) was playing Garry 
Kasparov at chess. I watched the world’s best chess 
player being humbled by a computer. My own chess-
playing computer program was horrible. But at least it 
taught me how to think about algorithm development — 
or developing and refining new and innovative strategies 
for solving problems.

What led you to robotics?
One of the nice things about writing the chess-playing 
game is that it gave me a quantitative way to measure 
my success. I could play against it. I realized I was 
as much interested in how can it play — the battle of 
wits — more than just writing code. Robotics is about 
what the entire system could do in the world. I was also 
inspired by a physics teacher in India. He bestowed in 
me a love of understanding mechanical systems like 
pulleys and how Newtonian mechanics works in an 
intuitive way. It’s something I lean on heavily when I do 
robotics.

Will a robot ever replace you?
I think it is inevitable that technology will enhance and 
replace some of the things we are doing. If you look at 
the Industrial Revolution, a lot of tasks were replaced. 
Robots will perform more and more of the hard and 
menial and dull and dangerous tasks that we perform 
now. I hope someday that a lot of the things I do get 
replaced by a robot so I can focus on the things I love 
doing.

• Originally Published September 15, 2014

Niiler is a freelance writer in Chevy Chase who regularly             
interviews scientists for The Post.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY VIA YOUTUBE

Home Exploring Robot Butler, HERB, was born in the robotics 
lab at the Carnegie Mellon University. HERB can unload a 
dishwasher and even take apart an Oreo, well sometimes. 



Name ___________________________________________________________ Date _____________________________

Meet HERB and ADA
Professor of robotics and father of HERB, Siddhartha Scrinivasa answers questions about his life and work. Read 
the Health & Science article, “HERB: A robot that can unload a dishwasher and (sometimes) take apart an Oreo.”
Respond to the following on your own paper.

1. Who are HERB and ADA? 

2. What does the Post TV video reveal about HERB’s ability to manipulate objects?

3. What do each of the tasks reveal about HERB’s capabilities?
 • Separate an Oreo cookie  • Act in a drama • Unload a dishwasher

 4. Siddhartha Srinivasa makes references in the interview. Tell about each of the following and explain how it adds   
 content, depth and interest to his responses.
 • Deep, Blue   • Gary Kasparov • Industrial Revolution
 • Legos    • Tin Tin

 5. Srinivasa’s vocabulary adds to our understanding of HERB, ADA and his field of study. Define these terms. Use   
 four of them in a paragraph that discusses an idea presented in the interview.
 • Algorithm    • Domestic  • Manipulation skills
 • Mechanical systems  • Menial  • Quantitative
 • Science fiction   • Svelte

 6. What personal characteristics does Srinivasa reveal in the interview?

 7. If you could program HERB to perform a task, what would you ask “him” to do?

 8. What ability does ADA have? How does she differ from HERB? 

 9. What task would you program ADA to perform?

10. What additional question would you ask Siddhartha Srinivasa?
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A Mime for Life
It begins with life. Someone observes animals and plants as they go about their daily business. Then a magic 

moment happens when the observer thinks the solution to a problem might be right in front of her. 
Centuries ago Leonardo da Vinci observed birds in flight and sketched “flying machines.” Four hundred years 

later, the Wright brothers observed pigeons and designed the Flyer, their first powered aircraft.
But it is not just in the design that we find inspiration. Our modern technology allows us to understand the 

chemical make-up and structure of materials in ways that have encouraged the integration of engineering, science, 
and architecture to name a few. For example, a spider recently discovered in the jungles of Madagascar was found 
to weave a web with silk that can absorb more force than materials like Kevlar that are used for body armor. The 
arrangement of the dermal denticles that make up a shark’s skin served as an inspiration for swimsuit material that 
received much media attention during the Olympics. Believed to provide an “edge,” the material is now banned in 
major competitions.

The Greek root bio-, meaning one’s life or way of living, has come to be interchangeable with zoe-, originally 
meaning animal life, organic life. These roots are found in two areas of science — biology and zoology. In modern 
science two new fields of study were introduced — bionics, biomimetics or biomimicry.

Before we take a closer look at these areas of study, you need to know another ancient Greek word: μιμεῖσθαι 
(mīmeisthai), meaning to imitate. Its root is the word for actor, mimos. You may have seen mimes. They don’t say 
anything, but their motions and expressions are carefully observed. They entertain and communicate.

Otto Schmitt, an American biophysicist and mathematician, created the new word “biomimetics” in the 1950s. 
He was studying the nerves of squid to solve a problem. He was convinced that mimicking natural ways of 
accomplishing tasks could be imitated in manmade devices to solve problems and accomplish tasks. 

“Bionics” was coined by Jack Steele in 1960. He defined it as “the science of systems which have some function 
copied from nature.” After fiction writers — think about The Six Million Dollar Man — started using “bionic,” its 
meaning shifted to artificial body parts and supernatural abilities.

In the early 1980s, scientist and science writer Janine Benyus added another term into the vernacular — 
“biomimicry.” Like the other two terms, biomimicry indicates that humans will observe and copy nature to design 
products and processes. She added the concept of sustainability to the solutions — if nature has survived using 
these patterns and strategies shouldn’t humans also.

Several areas of science have bio as their root. Tell about each of these areas of study.
Bioengineering  Biology  Biomechanics  Biomedical  Biometrics
Biomimetics   Biomimicry  Bionics   Bionomics  Biotechnology

s t u d y

W O R D
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by DomiNic basulto                      

The White House Office of 
Science and Technology Policy 
recently organized a symposium of 
top robotics experts at Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute to brainstorm 
how field robots could be used in 

future Ebola-like pandemics. While 
the researchers came up with a 
number of innovative short-term and 
long-term ideas for how robots could 
be used to fight Ebola – everything 
from cleaning and decontaminating 
rooms to actually administering IVs 
to humans under medical treatment 
— there are still a number of 
important issues to clarify before we 

hand over the task of fighting Ebola 
to the robots.

On the surface, of course, handing 
over the dirty work of cleaning up 
after an Ebola outbreak to the robots 
sounds like a no-brainer. Instead of 
putting humans into harm’s way, why 
not just send in a robot? That’s the 
logic behind the Xenex germ-zapping 
robots, the TRU-D sanitation robots, 

INNOVATIONS

Don’t worry, our robot overloads 
will protect us from Ebola. Right?

 TOMOHIRO OHSUMI/BLOOMBERG 
One idea proposed by robotics researchers is to repurpose Baxter industrial robots for the fight against Ebola.
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the HStar Technologies medical robot 
that can lift and carry patients in its 
arms and the QinetiQ unmanned 
ground vehicles that can be used 
to detect and remove hazardous 
materials. There’s even an amazing 
medical robot that can remove the 
sheets from a patient’s bed and then 
discard the contaminated linen. No 
hands, no fuss. Robots can’t develop 
symptoms from Ebola, they are 
relatively easy to disinfect (except 
for their wheels), they dutifully carry 
out tasks without talking back and 
they can dispose of hazardous waste 
efficiently.

Scratch the surface, though, and 
you can start to see the moral and 
philosophical questions that arise 
once robots start doing more than 
just grunt-level decontamination 
work. In short, everything changes 
once robots also become human-
like caregivers of Ebola patients 
rather than just repurposed industrial 
robots.

Even assuming that wise and highly 
moral technologists have created 
robots according to something 
approximating Isaac Asimov’s Three 
Laws of Robotics, there still exists 
all kinds of potential for things to go 
wrong as robots go about trying to 
observe these laws. Just read any of 
Asimov’s “Robot” stories  (or, better 
yet, watch the Will Smith movie) 

to understand how things might go 
awry.

Here’s just one real-world example: 
What would an Ebola robot 
following Asimov’s Three Laws of 
Robotics have made of Kaci Hickox, 
the controversial Ebola nurse, and 
all the questions – both legal and 
moral – raised by her decision to 
flout quarantine guidelines while 
in New Jersey and then in Maine? 
How would you possibly program an 
artificially intelligent robot to deal 
with that scenario?

The First Law of Robotics seems 
to be fairly incontrovertible: “A robot 
may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human 
being to come to harm.” Okay, so if we 
know that a potentially infected Ebola 
nurse (showing no signs of infection) 
still has some small statistical chance 
of spreading Ebola to others, what 
would a robot caregiver do if it saw 

the nurse taking bike rides around her 
community, potentially enabling the 
spread of Ebola? The robot couldn’t 
physically harm the nurse, of course. 
And it probably couldn’t impose a 
mandatory quarantine, either, since 
that might harm the individual by 
infringing on constitutional rights. 
However, the whole “inaction” clause 
of the First Law opens up another 
loophole – the caregiver robot 
couldn’t exactly sit around, watching 
patients taking bike rides whenever 
they want if they potentially posed a 
risk to other human beings.

So, the robot would be forced to 
revert to the Second Law of Robotics, 
which is: “A robot must obey the 
orders given to it by human beings, 
except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.” Easy, 
you say, the Ebola robot wouldn’t 
actually have to worry about what to 
do in these examples – it would be Isaac Asimov

MICHEL DU CILLE/THE WASHINGTON POST

The body of a 12 year-old boy is taken to the newly constructed morgue and then 
buried near the Bong County Ebola Treatment Unit in Monrovia, Liberia.
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told what to do by humans. But, as we 
know from reality, what New Jersey 
Gov. Chris Christie might give as an 
order (mandatory quarantine) could 
differ from what Maine Gov. Paule 
LePage and state health authorities 
might order (voluntary quarantine). 
Which order, then, should the robot 
follow?

Faced with all these potential 
contradictions, the robot would 
have to resort to the Third Law 
of Robotics: “A robot must protect 
its own existence as long as such 
protection does not conflict with the 
First or Second Law.” Okay, so now 
you’d have an Ebola-fighting robot 
with a limited degree of freedom 
able to make decisions on its own 
about what’s right for humanity. Even 
if you add in another, Fourth Law, 
as Asimov later did – “A robot may 
not harm humanity, or, by inaction, 
allow humanity to come to harm” 
– you suddenly have robots making 
decisions about what to do about 
Ebola on a global, rather than local, 
level. What might be good for 
humanity in general might not be 
good for an individual Ebola patient, 
that patient’s lovable pet dog, or that 
patient’s immediate family.

Maybe all of this is just over-
thinking the matter too much, 
influenced negatively by too many 
dystopian novels about robot 
overlords. After all, as Dmitry 
Berenson, an assistant professor in 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute’s 
robotics program, emphasized at the 
Ebola robotics symposium, “We’re 
not trying to make this a completely 
automated process.” Theoretically, 
human operators would always be 

a safe distance away, whether it’s 
taking off hazmat clothing, operating 
a telepresence robot, or overseeing 
the cleanup of an Ebola-infected 
area. Robots would not be working 
autonomously, so no scary dystopian 
scenarios of robots taking over.

Fair enough.
However, clearly there are 

a lot of moral and philosophical 
considerations to take into account 
before the White House signs off on 
any proposal for the extensive use 
of robots in fighting Ebola. Robots 
might be great at performing simple 
instrumental tasks like cleaning up 
an infected room, but they are far 
less equipped to take on human-
like qualities as Ebola caregivers. 
Even the concept of robotic burials 
— robots carrying out full burials 
of humans in order to protect a 
community from potential infection 
risks — could face strong pushback in 
some communities. Would you want 
your loved one’s body handled by a 
robot? And, there’s always the issue 
of whether using robotic caretakers 
would somehow stigmatize or 
psychologically traumatize a patient. 
(You know it’s the beginning of the 
end when a robot shows up to treat 
you instead of a human doctor.)

Let’s just hope that, in the future, 
Ebola fighting robots will be just as 
accomplished as navigating complex 
moral and philosophical issues of 
tackling a pandemic as they are at 
navigating the complex terrain of 
physical world obstacles.
•	Originally Published November 13, 2014

Dominic Basulto is a futurist and blogger 
based in New York City.

Berlinda stands at a screen door while 
others talk outside on Sept. 21, 2014, in 
Monrovia, Liberia. Berlina’s mother died 
of Ebola in an ambulance on the way to 
Redemption Hospital. 

In Liberia, a boy lies on a mattress on 
the floor inside the Redemption Hospital 
in September. All photos by Michel du 
Cille.

Esther Tokpah, an 11-year-old orphan, 
weeps in September as physician Jerry 
Brown tries to console her before she 
was released from a treatment center 
in Monrovia, Liberia. Esther, who lost 
both parents to Ebola, was one of two 
children among 15 Liberian patients who 
recovered and were released.
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by mEghaN rosEN                      

Dennis Hong first spied Japan’s ruined nuclear power 
plant from a bus wrapped in plastic. A hefty layer of 
protection guarded the seats, floors and handles from 
radioactive dust. Hong wore a face mask and gloves to 
limit his exposure. Like the other passengers, he had 
dressed in old clothes that he was willing to toss after 
the trip.

More than three years earlier, after an earthquake 
and tsunami battered Japan’s eastern coast, portions 
of the Fukushima Daiichi power station blew, blasting 
radiation into the sea and sky. Today, villages outside 
the plant still lie as barren as ghost towns. Along the 
coast, smashed buildings, flipped cars and train tracks 
twisted like taffy stand as reminders of the catastrophe.

“It’s like a disaster site frozen in time,” Hong says. 
“It’s surreal.”

Workers toiled day and night to save the plant, but 
they had to get out as radiation levels rose. Even today 
in disaster areas not tainted with radiation, picking 
through the destroyed buildings is treacherous: People 
need to dodge shards of glass and metal and duck 
clouds of smoke and dust.

Ideally, robots could take over for human crews. But 
seemingly simple tasks, such as moving, communicating 
and staying powered up, pose big challenges for 
machines.

Hong, a UCLA roboticist, is one of several engineers 
working to make robots that can come to the 
rescue in disasters. He and others from academia, 
industry, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab and the Defense 
Department’s research agency DARPA traveled to 
Fukushima last spring to see what they were up against.

“The take-home message was ‘Wow, it’s damn 
difficult,’ ” Hong says.

HEALTH & SCIENCE

Creating an R2-D2 to tackle disasters

DENNIS HONG/ROBOTICS & MECHANISMS LABORATORY (ROMELA)/UCLA 
THOR-OP, or Tactical Hazardous Operations Robot-Open Platform. 
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A better bot
Engineers have built impressive-  looking humanlike 

bots that can play trumpet and even compete against 
each other in slow-moving soccer games. But machines 
that can actually do the work of humans in disaster 
zones — climbing over rubble, digging through debris for 
survivors, opening doors and valves — don’t exist.

So DARPA kicked off a contest to create robots 
that someday could do the job. In 2012, the agency 
announced a competition designed to push disaster 
robotics technology miles past where it is today. A year 
ago, 17 robotic contenders, including Hong’s human-

shaped machine, THOR-OP, tackled a rugged obstacle 
course to try to gain a spot in the finals, to be held in 
June 2015.

Gill Pratt, a DARPA program manager, knows that it 
may take years to develop robots that might have saved 
the power plant. But he thinks the competition — with its 
motley crew of robotics engineers and their rowdy fans 
— is a good place to start.

9/11 lessons
In the past decade or so, disaster-response robots 

haven’t changed much. When the World Trade Center 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s official entry, RoboSimian, as it awaited the first event at the DARPA 
Robotics Challenge in December 2013, created to develop ground robots that can work in dangerous, 
degraded, human-engineered environments. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
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towers were destroyed in 2001, engineers deployed a  
handful of lightweight bots to burrow through the rubble.

“These guys went into spaces where the first responders 
couldn’t go,” remembers Robin Murphy, a field roboticist 
at Texas A&M University. Because 110 floors of concrete 
and steel collapsed into dense piles of debris, she says, 
ground- penetrating radar couldn’t see through the rubble 
and search-and-rescue dogs had trouble sniffing out 
victims.

The robots, roughly the size of shoe boxes, offered 
a new way for rescue teams to take a look. Murphy 
considers the roving machines a success: A few tunneled 
deep within the wreckage and withstood extreme heat 
to find 10 sets of human remains. But the robots didn’t 
locate any survivors, and they ran into a slew of technical 
snags.

One robot slipped its tread and had to be pulled from 
the rubble and repaired. Another got wedged in a gap, 
stalled until a crew could tug it out by its safety tether. A 
third lost communication, broke loose from its tether and 
was never seen again.

Machines at Fukushima faced similar problems. In 
the days following the earthquake, researchers from 
around the world sent ground-based and aerial robots 
to Japan to try to reach spots where humans couldn’t 
safely travel. DARPA sent all it had, Pratt remembers. 
But training power plant personnel to use the robots took 
time. And once inside the plant, muddy steps, tight stair 
landings and a severed communication cable thwarted 
the machines’ progress.

“We did everything we could, and it still wasn’t good 
enough,” Pratt says.

A far cry from C-3PO
Years before Fukushima, Japan — a country known for 

its advanced robotics — had actually developed robots to 
respond to nuclear emergencies.

After a power plant accident in 1999, engineers created 
six huge, treaded robots to open doors, turn valves, carry 
heavy loads and even clean up radiation. But these bots 
weren’t maintained well enough for use at Fukushima. 
Even if they had been ready to go, they may have been 
too big and heavy — more than 440 pounds — to be 
useful, engineer Keiji Nagatani and colleagues reported 
in the Journal of Field Robotics in 2013.

A smaller robot, designed for disposing of explosives, 
was the first to enter Fukushima’s reactors, about a month 
after the disaster. Shin-height and light enough to be 
carried on a soldier’s back, the robot, called the PackBot, 
uses treads to haul itself over bumpy turf. A skinny arm 
mounted with a gripper claw and a camera lets the robot 
grasp and see. In the days following the Fukushima 
earthquake, iRobot, the Massachusetts company that 
produces the PackBot, rushed to add radiation and 
chemical sensors to the bots.

The sensors came in handy: Plant workers used them 
to find places inside the plant where humans could 
safely explore. But maneuvering the robots through the 
darkened plant was at times impossible. Though the 
machines could open doors, the bots’ operators had to 
use two PackBots to do so: one to turn the handle and 
the second to aim its camera at the first. What’s more, 
the robots struggled to climb the plant’s slick metal stairs.

After the PackBot failed to make it up a few flights, 
workers sent in Quince, Japan’s version of the machine. 
But Quince couldn’t adapt to stairway landings that were 
smaller than expected, Murphy explains, and the robot 
got stuck. Quince also snapped its tether, leaving the bot 
stranded in a place where humans couldn’t save it.

Gizmos in the lab
Japan’s lack of versatile, usable rescue robots surprised 

people in the field, says University of Pennsylvania 

Known as “Clyde,” the robot is four-footed but can also stand 
on two feet. It has four general-purpose limbs and hands 
capable of mobility and manipulation.
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roboticist Mark Yim. Not only did Japan have simple 
ground-roving bots such as Quince, the country also had 
more humanoid machines than any other country, hesays. 

 Unfortunately, these fledgling gizmos weren’t ready 
to leave the lab. For some such devices, just making it 
across slightly uneven floors can be tricky.

“People see a humanoid robot and they think it can do 
anything a human can do,” Yim says. “In reality, it can 
do very little.”

Still, some type of limbed, humanlike machine might 
be the key to tackling disasters in urban areas, where 
stairs and doors have been designed for human legs to 
climb and human hands to open.

“At a disaster site, there are bulldozers, excavators, 
power tools — all this great equipment that people use 
for rescue missions,” Hong says. “So, naturally, a lot of 
people believe the robot needs to be in a human form.”

And in the DARPA Robotics Challenge trials, most 
contenders were. But these robots aren’t anywhere near 
the C-3PO or Terminator-style machines of the movies. 
Today’s state-of-the-art humanoids have just begun 
venturing out of the lab, and they’re taking baby steps.

Clash of the bots
Watching disaster-relief robots triumph — or fizzle 

— at even the simplest tasks can be thrilling. Last 
December, thousands of cheering spectators flocked to a 
Florida racetrack to see a medley of high-tech machines 
in action at the trials. The robots lumbered and lurched 
through a series of tasks, including opening doors, 
traveling over rubble and turning valves. Here was the 
future of disaster-relief robots, where the simple act of 
getting a bot to set a tool on a table is still considered 
showboating.

“A lot of these are tasks that a person could complete 
in a minute or less,” says software engineer Doug 
Stephen of the Florida Institute for Human and Machine 
Cognition in Pensacola. “But things we take for granted 
are incredibly hard for a robot.” And figuring out how to 
build a bot that can sail through all of these tasks, rather 
than designing a specialized door-opener or valve-turner, 
is even harder.

The competition, however, may have already begun to 
pay off. Teams at the trials dived into the problems 

that plague humanoid robots — walking, power usage, 
handling tools. They’ve created a bevy of bots that could 
one day do some good in a disaster.

Google snapped up the Japanese company that built 
the trials’ first-place finisher, SCHAFT, which scored an 
impressive 27 out of 32 points at last year’s trials.

The second-place finisher, with 20 points, may be on its 
way to overcoming a huge challenge in bipedal robotics: 
locomotion. “Historically,” Murphy says, “a lot of focus 
has been on just walking and not falling over.”

Humans don’t simply pick up and set down their feet, 
Stephen says. People tailor their steps on the fly, weaving 
through busy streets, striding over sidewalk cracks and 
swiftly rebalancing themselves after stumbles. And they 
make most of these adjustments subconsciously.

“No brains of its own’
“But the robot has no brains of its own, so we have 

to tell it how to do things,” Stephen says. Capturing the 
hair-trigger tweaks and easy grace of human gait “is a 
tough nut to crack.” For the DARPA challenge, he and 
colleagues designed software that helps robots “think” 
on their feet.

Working with a heavy-duty robotic hulk named Atlas, 
which was developed by Boston Dynamics, the Pensacola 
team cruised through the rough terrain task at the trials. 
The monster of a machine, bulging with black wires 
and a silvery skeleton, stands about as tall as Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and weighs more than the action hero 
did in his bodybuilding days. “Atlas is designed to take 
a beating,” Stephen says. “It basically looks like a giant 
roll cage.”

In the trials, Atlas conquered a task that involved hiking 
up a ramp, climbing steps and navigating over jumbled 
cinder blocks. A large crowd cheered as the robot picked 
its way through the course — step by ginger step — 
without falling.

Other teams handled the walking problem in a less 
humanlike way. Engineer Brett Kennedy and colleagues 
at NASA JPL in Pasadena, Calif., built and developed 
software for a bot they named RoboSimian. Short and 
sleek, with a headless body and four identical limbs, the 
lithe little robot is Atlas’s opposite. Instead of walking on 
two legs, RoboSimian scoots around on two wheels 
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attached to its rear. Or it crawls on all fours.
Bypassing the need to balance on two feet saves 

RoboSimian power. In a disaster, the bot might be able to 
park itself on its limbs, set the brakes and subsist on tiny 
sips of energy from a battery while waiting for orders 
from humans. “It’s a very patient robot,” Kennedy says.

Nonhuman ways
Finding nonhuman ways to tackle problems might even 

give humanoids the best of both worlds. Dennis Hong’s 
robot, THOR-OP, which looks something like a leaner, 
friendlier Atlas, was able to turn a valve in one of the 
trials’ tasks by spinning its wrist rather than turning the 
wheel hand over hand, as a human would.

Hong’s team placed ninth, just shy of advancing to the 
finals. But then THOR-OP made the cut when SCHAFT 
dropped out of the competition. DARPA expects additional 

teams to compete in the finals, including some sponsored 
by the European Union, Japan and Korea.

Though the agency hasn’t released many details about 
the upcoming finals, the teams know that their bots 
will have to operate without a power cord, and the 
communication link between robots and team members 
will switch on and off, like a cellphone dropping a 
call, Pratt says. Instead of attempting (or opting out of) 
individual tasks, the bots must power through several 
tasks in just one hour. The winning team receives a $2 
million prize.

Engineers competing in the finals agree that even the 
best bots of the competition probably wouldn’t be ready 
for another Fukushima. But, Kennedy says, “I think 
that we would be able to do better.” And the range of 
technology the competition inspires may lead to many 
different types of disaster-ready robots.

DARPA Robotics Challenge Tasks 
In the 2015 finals, robotic contenders will navigate through a gantlet of 
tricky tasks. DARPA hasn’t finalized the course yet, but it may include a 
combination of the following directives:

• Drive a vehicle. 
• Get out of the vehicle.
• Open a door and travel through the opening.
• Move debris or climb over it.
• Use a tool to cut a hole in a wall.
• Reach through an opening and open a valve.
• Cross over a field of loose debris and pipes.
• Insert a cylindrical plug into a receptacle.
• Climb stairs with a rail on one side.
• Execute a surprise manipulation task.

SCIENCE NEWS
Robots demonstrate rescue skills.


